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Increasing costs for government technology acquisition programs, coupled with decreasing budgets, have the acquisition community looking to exploit new trends in data storage and processing. The Department of Defense (DoD) Chief Information Officer (CIO) describes that organization’s current information technology (IT) state as one that is “duplicative, costly, and complex,” a decades-long result of Components developing their own IT architectures to meet their individual needs. One option is to consider shifting enterprise services to cloud-based computing. Cloud computing offers the potential to reduce duplication and cost, especially in government data centers. The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has issued guidance to reduce the number of data centers in all parts of the U.S. government. As part of this effort, the U.S. CIO established a cloud computing strategy for the federal agencies to follow. These agencies, including DoD, could save money on hardware, software, and the maintenance needed to keep pace with the technology refresh cycles in the commercial sector by sharing cloud computing resources.

Cloud computing has garnered the attention of virtually all parts of the federal government as data and computer processing needs grow and budgets shrink. Despite this interest, insufficient guidance exists regarding how to estimate the costs—and potential cost savings—related to cloud information storage and processing. Such estimates are needed to identify, prioritize, and justify cloud resource needs, including for such DoD programs as Distributed Common Ground System–Navy (DCGS-N), Military Tactical Command and Control (MTC2), Distributed Common Ground System–Army (DCGS-A), and others.

Until more formal policies and best practices for acquisition of cloud computing–based systems are available, cost estimators and other acquisition analysts who have limited experience with cloud computing alternatives can benefit from this Perspective, which
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provides context, background, and common terminology for cloud computing based on lessons learned from a recent estimate. Cost estimates should be coupled with effectiveness measures to quantify the impact of security-related and other risks, and assist decision-makers in selecting the most appropriate storage option.

**Background**

Recent research allowed us to better understand the cost drivers and important decisions that can affect the costs associated with moving to the cloud, to create the RAND Cloud Cost Model, and to develop a structure for comparing the cloud with other information storage and management alternatives. To support the analysis, we leveraged existing cost estimating structure based on operating and support cost guidance from MIL-STD 881C and Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation (CAPE), formerly the Cost Analysis Improvement group. After we completed our study, Agrawal and Manring proposed a work breakdown structure that would work for some cloud computing studies. Our team was asked to consider moving a current IT-intense government program to cloud architecture. The program houses large amounts of data in multiple file formats and is used by the defense and homeland security–related agencies, as well as other government partners.

The necessary sharing of information among partners; the potential savings; and the need to collect, access, and analyze data on a 24-hour basis makes cloud storage an attractive option. However, good acquisition practices suggest that alternatives need to be studied. We compared a number of alternatives, including the existing program, two commercial cloud options, and an external data center with virtualized servers. Our cost analysis considerations were informed by professional literature and by interviews with U.S. government program officers pursuing similar products, private-sector application developers, and data center and cloud computing providers. Government data, commercial data, and tools were used to estimate costs associated with program staff, other personnel costs, software development costs, and commercial web services. Finally, the team used actual costs, based on data availability, to validate estimates.

The wide range of alternatives allows analysts to assess whether existing requirements, policy, and practices help or hinder cloud adoption. One potential hindrance that was important in this project involved information assurance (IA) risks specific to moving to a shared cloud architecture. While some federal agencies have adopted security guidelines for moving to the cloud, DoD has yet to issue definitive cloud security requirements. Many individual systems currently house highly sensitive data, and the security of data stored in the cloud is a major concern. Another RAND study has enumerated some of these issues as well as the divergence of related legal and regulatory frameworks, and has suggested ways to mitigate them.

Here, we present the considerations for cost analysts to explore when federal agencies select a cloud-based alternative. This document covers basic definitions, background, structured considerations for cloud analysis, and findings from applying this prototype
to a federal agency program. The structured considerations consist of seven primary cost areas. We briefly put each consideration in context of a federal acquisition program, describe potential cost drivers, and offer questions for cost-estimating teams to address with technical experts. Questions for each area are followed by a specific cost driver; where appropriate, the anticipated direction of the cost relationship appears in parentheses. We conclude with an example comparison of data management and storage system alternatives and a discussion of findings from the recent project.

**Technical Definitions**

In this document we use some technology vocabulary, such as data centers, cloud, and several "*-as-a-service" acronyms, which we will introduce briefly. A data center is a facility with space, power, cooling, and security that houses, operates, and manages computer systems such as servers and associated telecommunications. Cross-domain solutions (CDS) are technologies that allow information to be transferred between classified and unclassified networks.9

Virtualization enables hardware separation from software and can provide substantial benefits by enabling server consolidation and live virtual-machine (VM) migration. Live migration is an important tool for moving VMs across physical servers in data centers and clusters, which facilitates load balancing, fault management, and maintenance. Consolidating VMs on physical hardware (e.g., resource pooling) can reduce energy consumption and data center operations costs.10 The Navy’s Consolidated Afloat Networks and Enterprise program of record is an example. By making each computer or server more efficient, fewer are needed on a ship.

Cloud elasticity enables computing and storage resources to be elastically provisioned and released, so cloud tenants can scale up resources rapidly to meet demand and then release them so they can be used by other tenants.11

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) definition, a computing cloud system must provide resource pooling, rapid elasticity, on-demand self service, and broad network access and measured service. Table 1 provides a brief definition of each of the three basic service models.12

**Structured Cost Considerations**

1. **Software Development and Maintenance**

An examination of the existing software code, software licenses, and future requirements for a specific program of interest indicated that the existing applications were not optimized for a cloud environment and could not be supported by VMs. While these applications relied on common business operating systems, the requirements for speed and the desire to add applications from additional vendors made it clear that Linux might support faster response and a wider variety of the necessary proprietary applications. In addition, existing software licenses were tied to specific pieces of hardware. This made virtualization impossible without further software development. Programs considering cloud storage should discuss:

---

A computing cloud system must provide resource pooling, rapid elasticity, on-demand self service, and broad network access and measured service.
What operating system is preferred (or required) if any? Does this allow for more competition? (increased competition, decreased costs)

• How much (if any) retrofitting needs to be done to bring current programs up to speed with the cloud provider? (increased amount of retrofitting, increased costs)

• What licenses can the cloud provider include? For instance, some providers have Linux and Microsoft Windows, while others support only one. (increased provided licenses, decreased costs)

Cost estimators should question whether the virtualization software will interact appropriately with other aspects of the development. Also, the upgrade path for the cloud provider may dictate updates (and thus spending) for the government side. Questions that should be discussed with the cloud provider include:

• How often has the cloud provider upgraded systems or licenses? (frequent upgrades, increased cost)

• What is the potential for vendor lock in? What additional steps are necessary to protect the program from this risk?

• What is the future feature development for the cloud provider?

• Do currently owned/operated program systems support these, or will there have to be significant rework as the cloud provider modernizes? (increased rework, increased cost)

The frequency of upgrades in hardware and software licenses combined will inform the software refresh cycle that is most appropriate to the program. Program software would need regular refreshes every 2–3 years to keep up with changes in the software; the path of hardware improvements in server storage and speed indicates a useful lifespan of four years. The cycle of technological development must be coordinated with the spending profile for the program, and the rapid cycle suggested by software upgrades and server improvement may conflict with the budgeting preferences of an agency that would rather plan for a longer lifespan for its technology investments.

2. Database Options

The potential promise that “big data” analytics holds for many enterprise mission areas makes relevant the question of the database types and data stores used. The costs associated with moving an enterprise application to the cloud depends upon the types of data
and databases involved. Many cloud implementations involve the transition of legacy data and databases from enterprise networks. Traditional enterprise systems that must meet high transaction rate requirements have traditionally been implemented using Structured Query Language (SQL) relational database management systems (RDBMSs). SQL databases are based on a strict tabular structure and use fixed data formats. The market leader in SQL RDBMS is Oracle, which produces the fastest RDBMS and custom high-performance RDBMS hardware. However, this proprietary software comes with significant licensing costs. Oracle’s custom RDBMS hardware is also relatively expensive compared with commodity servers. In addition, Oracle RDBMS licensing costs typically increase with increasing database size. On the other hand, their products are well-known and it is relatively easy for contractors to hire company software specialists.

Oracle SQL databases typically run on single servers and consequently have size and scalability limitations. These limitations, although they only affect very large systems, have led to the development of a range of new distributed file systems and databases that have better scalability properties than traditional SQL databases. Hadoop is a widely used example of an open-source distributed file system that includes an algorithm for parallel processing of extremely large sets of data. Many systems exist that extend or supplement Hadoop—such as Apache Accumulo, which provides a highly granular mechanism for managing security and access control within a distributed file system.

Many of these so-called “NoSQL” databases have advantages over traditional SQL databases for large-scale applications. They can be used with unstructured data, including raw documents and “untagged” data. Many are open source and do not require licenses. Furthermore, these distributed file systems and NoSQL databases do not require specialized hardware and work well on commodity servers found in cloud computing systems. A potential drawback to some of these software code bases is that contractors must be able to hire software experts familiar with these open-source code bases. Such experts are now in high demand.

Figure 1 compares the performance of a number of open-source databases against Oracle for a “graph-like” data set (which can be represented as a sparse matrix of connected vertices and arcs). One can see that the Accumulo database, when implemented on Hadoop, has a data ingestion rate significantly higher than that provided by Oracle. However, it should be noted that these performance results are specific to a graph-like datastore. RDBMSs perform better when the data used is densely packed and naturally
Some data center providers suggest not virtualizing the database portion of the new system to avoid this redesign, but splitting functions across a government-owned enterprise network and a cloud-based system could involve additional communications and security costs.

falls into tabular forms, and when the database is queried at a high transaction rate. These results indicate that the cost implications of moving to a cloud depend critically on two factors: the type of data that is to be processed in the cloud and how it will be processed (i.e., the database and file system used to support this processing).

Many government and commercial entities are considering designs that utilize Hadoop and other distributed file system technologies. One key program consideration should be to weigh the cost of continuing with current database providers against the cost and time that will be required to modify existing data structures to effectively use new distributed file systems and distributed databases offered by open-source programs.

Some data center providers suggest not virtualizing the database portion of the new system to avoid this redesign, but splitting functions across a government-owned enterprise network and a cloud-based system could involve additional communications and security costs. The price structure dictated by a service provider can provide insight into whether splitting the database from the cloud environment is feasible. The price can vary based on speed, size of storage, number of uploads, number of downloads, number of regions, messaging between VMs, and a variety of other factors. Valuable questions to ask during cost estimating include:

- How much of the whole system can/should be moved to the cloud?
- What portions of the software can be bought as a service? (increased dependence on commercial services, decreased procurement costs, potential increase in sustainment costs)
- What parts of this system, if any, need to be hosted by the government? (government host, increase in fixed costs)
- What types of users are there for the system? (increase in user types, increased cost)
- Does this data management and storage style work well for this type of user?
- Are the license costs associated with the software sustainable for the program?
- What queries and reports will need to be redesigned? (increased queries, increased cost)

3. Hardware and Communications

Cost and size estimates of hardware are very different for traditional data centers, government data centers, and commercial cloud provider environments.

When a government program runs its own data center, it controls the type and refresh rate of hardware. When using another facility, program staff must translate requirements into generic units of VMs that may be based on a generic server specification, or may require detailing a number of servers, number of CPUs/server, gigabytes of RAM, gigabytes of disk space, and other data storage requirements. As each data center and cloud provider does this
differently, cost estimators will have to reach out to providers to understand the best way to provide computing requirements data for a rough order-of-magnitude cost. On top of these basic options, there are often options to lock in lower costs with longer contracts or opportunities to acquire different levels of service quality. Other hardware issues we considered include update frequency, continuity of operations (COOP) requirements, and communications costs.

In most situations where cloud computing is being considered, it is desirable because it allows for resource pooling. The government can benefit from not having to size its data center to peak loads. Because of data sensitivity and consistent utilization, we explored dedicated servers from commercial providers for this report. Dedicated hardware would be cost-prohibitive when utilization is inconsistent (i.e., many peaks and valleys in demand), but if the program is expected to use a large percentage of the estimated processing power at all times, then the servers can still be affordable in the cloud context.

Alternatives that take advantage of the cloud may still require the government to keep abreast of hardware trends. As cloud providers upgrade their hardware, this may require program staff to update any government-furnished equipment (GFE) that interacts directly with the service provider’s equipment. The oldest, least-powerful part of the system frequently restricts the top speed of transfer and processing. The burden of upkeep, then, resides with the government, even when the preponderance of hardware and software maintenance is outsourced. Proper planning and budgeting for an upgrade path is crucial. This is particularly important if the aforementioned database is not virtualized.

Another program driver was the second site to provide COOP capability. While this requirement is common in the traditional data center world, it is less frequently used in cloud environments because the cloud can easily shift from one set of servers to another. The way that data are stored and managed is different, and often programs decide that they do not need full COOP capability because the cloud allows for sufficient redundancy. The requirement for a COOP location nearly doubles the amount of hardware needed by a cloud provider when compared to the program maintaining its own data center. Estimators should identify the strictness of requirements for continuity in their programs.

Finally, each alternative had different combinations of communications support. Cost estimators need to work with software engineers to understand the bandwidth necessary to support the system. When the program manages its own data center, it needs to consider both unclassified and classified connectivity at its main and COOP location, as well as between the two sites. In contrast, alternatives at the government data centers meant that communications costs were included and classified connectivity was already provided. For a commercial cloud provider, the basic communications lines

---

**Alternatives that take advantage of the cloud may still require the government to keep abreast of hardware trends. As cloud providers upgrade their hardware, this may require program staff to update any government-furnished equipment that interacts directly with the service provider’s equipment.**
The security of a cloud is potentially challenging to ensure because data center systems may not be under the physical control of the government agency.

would be included, but the government would have to arrange for classified connection to its CDS and unclassified connectivity from that location to the private cloud provider. While the Cost Analysis Requirements Description (CARD) outlines many of these factors for a traditional data center, it may not be sufficiently detailed to support a virtualized or cloud computing estimate where requirements are shared among the government and contractors.

Cost estimators will need to find the answers to the following hardware questions:

• What is the best way to characterize the number of VMs required by the program?
• What level of utilization does the program expect? What will peaks and valleys in usage look like? What will be typical utilization?
• If computing resource requirements grow, then when do they become unsustainable (by provider, in terms of cost, software limitations)? What other scalability issues may affect the program?
• How will government furnish equipment interfaces with commercially provided computing capability? Will updates by cloud providers affect updates in GFE? (increased updates, increased GFE obsolescence potential)
• How will moving to the cloud affect the hardware license costs?

• Will the program need COOP capability in all alternatives or just noncloud data center options? (required COOP, increased costs)
• What communications lines will the program be responsible for, as opposed to the service provider? (increased communications by provider, increased costs)

4. Security and Privacy
The security of a cloud is potentially challenging to ensure because data center systems may not be under the physical control of the government agency. The challenge for DoD acquisition programs in particular is that DoD policy for clouds is still in development. The DoD CIO has committed the DoD to leverage FedRAMP. In addition, DoD CIO is updating and aligning DOD IA policies, IA controls, and processes with those used across the federal government.14 DoD is taking a cautious approach as it works to fully understand the challenges and establish the appropriate risk mitigations.

Our discussions indicated that a clear guide for commercial cloud compliance with the DoD Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation Process (DIACAP) does not yet exist and therefore it may be more of a challenge than with data hosted in-house. Therefore, cost estimators should incorporate significant uncertainty around supporting the DIACAP process and other IA and testing requirements.

• What data can be allowed outside the government walls?
• What are the risks for the program if it is unable to access the data due to provider problems?
• Consider data access permissions: What has to be developed to allow different government users variable access to data that is stored in the cloud? How complex will this be for the software developer? (more permission types, increased costs)
• Are there security concerns about data being mixed on servers with nongovernmental data? (secured data, increased costs)
• Is there a reason to investigate buying dedicated servers with the commercial provider because resource pooling is undesirable for some processes or data? (dedicated servers, increased costs)
• If sharing computing space/power with another program, can data be fenced off or managed by U.S. citizens only? (U.S. citizens only, increased costs)

5. Data Compatibility and Migration
While not inherently cloud-focused, data compatibility and migration is a major cost driver for programs.\textsuperscript{15} In our research, one option involved combining government clouds to include multiple programs, so that operation, support, and (to some extent) costs were centralized and redundant services minimized. The concern is the kinds, size, and quality of data. Requirements for data completeness will either default to the program with more lax standards (a.k.a. “dirty” data, where fields contain errors, are empty, or may reference multiple categories) among the contributors to the database, or compliance with highest requirement will force extra work on all but the referent program. Being robust to different data quality and standards is a partial solution, but is highly dependent on the ability of other tools to manipulate such data. Support tools may have to be dramatically recoded, making this an issue that extends beyond simple choice of storage formats. The issue is compounded when cloud providers host those tools and are meant to support multiple programs. To understand the implications of data compatibility and migration, the cost estimator should interview system users and program staff on:

• What data standards exist for the program and how often are they updated? (frequent updates, increased costs)
• How many lines of code or hours of labor were required to update the existing code to new data standards in the past? (increased effort, increased costs)
• What costs are associated with making one system support multiple standards?
• How will the program prioritize data from different sources?
• Will more personnel be required to deal with data compatibility in some alternatives more than others?
• What does the data migration plan entail? What risks could affect the resource requirements?

6. Classified Computing and Cross-Domain Solutions
Classified communication networks can drive significant cost in any government IT system, including the cloud. While there are a growing number of commercial providers that are supporting the intelligence and military communities with cloud services, a key question for a program is whether they want the cloud provider to support classified communications or data. The data are unclassified, while there are a growing number of commercial providers that are supporting the intelligence and military communities with cloud services, a key question for a program is whether they want the cloud provider to support classified communications or data.
The kinds of program personnel required for a cloud program are very similar to those required of any other information system.

but often users in the field have better access to classified networks. One solution was to keep a CDS at a government facility to step information up and down from the classified networks. This would prevent having to pay for classified communication lines in the service-level agreement and remove the requirement for cleared personnel to work with the system. CDSs have posed significant risks to past programs because of known challenges associated with spillages. In some cases, it is less costly to create a new network than to shift between classified and unclassified data, especially if there is a large amount of unstructured data.16 Cost estimators will need to find the answers to the following hardware questions:

- Will any of the data be classified? (classified, increased costs)
- Will the system need to transfer data between unclassified and classified networks? (transfer, increase costs)
- What are possible locations for hosting a CDS?
- Does an existing CDS meet the needs of the program?
- Is the data being exchanged structured, unstructured, or both? (unstructured, increased costs)

7. Personnel
The kinds of program personnel required for a cloud program are very similar to those required of any other information system. During the cost estimating process, we found there were some potential personnel savings. First, a program could significantly reduce—though, crucially, not eliminate—the number of system administrators associated with the operation of servers and networking devices, since those would be provided under the service-level agreement. Second, programs may be able to reallocate staff time previously used to operate and maintain the program’s assets to realize further savings.

Other personnel impacts are worth consideration. Programs often have a diverse user base, including trained specialists, other government agencies, and military personnel in the field. The diversity of this group indicated that the program needed staff to support queries of the system by these various user groups, regardless of the type of data center or cloud arrangement. At the same time, the staff needs to provide technical oversight and be informed purchasers of cloud products. While the cloud provider is managing facilities, server maintenance, some licenses, and hardware disposal, the government needs to have strong contract oversight to ensure that the cloud system is meeting the needs of the program. The previously mentioned COOP capability also affects the number of people who need to be on staff to manage a second round-the-clock operation. Cost estimators who are working with programs considering a cloud alternative should ask:

- How will the quantity of system administrators change across alternatives? (increased number of sysadmin, increased costs)
- What are the appropriate size, technical expertise, and experience level of the contracting staff? (larger contracts staff, increased cost)
- How will moving disposals to the service provider affect the tasks handled by the logistics staff? (government disposal responsibility, increased cost)
• Will technical requirements for COOP change with a cloud solution? Will they affect staff for round-the-clock operations at a secondary site?

Findings
This study allowed us to compare the costs of the existing program that is based on government-owned and -operated hardware to the costs of several alternatives, including incremental improvements to current assets (alternative 1), shifting to one of two commercial vendors for a hybrid cloud option where the majority of the system is in the cloud except the CDS (alternatives 2a and 2b), or selecting a government data center where the majority of the servers would be virtualized, except the database (alternative 3). We can compare the relative costs of the various alternatives in Figure 2, which is based on results from the RAND Cloud Cost Model.

Commercial Clouds Do Not Always Create Savings
Figure 2 demonstrates the differences that can arise even when the overarching framework (in this case, utilizing a commercial cloud vendor) is the same. Commercial cloud vendor A was able to support the same size of data center for a little more than half of the cost of vendor B. Most importantly for future cost-estimating practices, there is no evidence to guarantee that a cloud solution (Alternatives 2a and 2b) will be cheaper than a more traditional data center in Alternative 1, or a partially virtualized data center (Alternative 3). Such a claim is frequently made about moving to a cloud-based system, but cannot be taken at face value as it depends heavily on program requirements and the provider’s pricing structure. Figure 3 demonstrates in more detail the constituent costs of the alternatives, and is based on results from the RAND Cloud Cost Model.

Costs Shift from Hardware to the Service-Level Agreement
While inclusion of proprietary data does not enable us to share the magnitude of results, cost estimators may benefit from observing how individual cost elements change as a percentage of the total program cost across the alternatives. Three cost elements—site activation, training, and disposal—are of such small magnitude that they are not visible in the chart.

In Figure 3, the cost of facilities, maintenance, and service-level agreements change dramatically across alternatives and have a profound effect on total cost. At a high level, software development costs are very similar regardless of the environment chosen (except for Alternative 1, where no new development is included). We found the software costs for our reference program were more dependent on the selection of commercial off-the-shelf software
selected as the backbone of the system (in Figure 3, we show results assuming a primarily custom effort for the commercial cloud alternatives and Alternative 3).

The majority of the difference in software maintenance costs stems from licenses for software, rather than development. Facilities, leases, and service-level agreement costs rise when using an outsourced data center provider. Hardware disposal costs decrease for the program when the data center is outsourced (Alternatives 2a, 2b, and 3), because the service provider covers disposal through their service-level agreement, rather than the program using standard military disposal through the Defense Logistics Agency. Personnel costs decrease from Alternative 1, because fewer system administrators are on the program staff. These personnel become the responsibility of the cloud or government data center provider.

**Discussion**

Cloud computing is often presented as an all-or-nothing alternative to traditional ownership of massive amounts of hardware. Even when “*as-a-service” products are considered, they are actually minor pieces of a larger program position, that may not be sitting close to one pole (purely contracted cloud service) or the other (physical ownership of all mechanicals and software). Sophisticated programs may not be able, or even need, to face such a binary
choice, and cost estimates cannot be developed as if they do. We found that some, but not all, existing commercial off-the-shelf products allowed for virtualization if versions are updated without new license costs. This may not be the case for all programs, but virtualization should become more common, and therefore more affordable. Major portions of an IT program could be virtualized, while the storage of sensitive information, idiosyncratic application processing, or particular digital products of a process could be kept under strict control of an agency if required for security. When virtualization of databases or applications is very costly because of license costs or code development requirements, the government may choose to select a combined path. Migration from current database providers may lower license costs, but can incur significant upfront data migration and programming costs.

As the reliance on massive amounts of data increases in government functions, the need to consider cloud and in-house hardware solutions will only grow. Rigorous, defensible estimates require identifying the associated drivers and risks. Further research on cloud-specific cost estimating structure elements would be valuable to support cloud cost analysis policy development and help ensure analysis is of sufficient rigor. Current DoD cost modeling lacks good examples that consider the range of options for a program in the cloud, combined with the future costs of expanding and maintaining program-owned hardware and software. The points we have raised are an important, though by no means exclusive, set of prominent concerns when considering cloud, traditional, and potential partial cloud solutions.
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